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Energy (Greenwood Guides to Business and Economics)Greenwood Press, 2008

	Energy: We want it affordable, we want it available in ample quantities and from reliable sources, and we want it to be produced and used in ways that are safe and environmentally benign. In other words, we want plenty of energy too cheap to meter and with no impact on the environment. Ha! With a refreshing lack of bias, this book dissects...
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Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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Making, Breaking Codes: Introduction to CryptologyPrentice Hall, 2001

	This book is an introduction to modern ideas in cryptology and how to employ
	these ideas. It includes the relevant material on number theory, probability, and
	abstract algebra, in addition to descriptions of ideas about algorithms and com
	plexity theory. Three somewhat different terms appear in the discussion of secure
	communications...
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Information Assurance and Security Ethics in Complex Systems: Interdisciplinary PerspectivesIGI Global, 2010

	Often computers are viewed as machines that run algorithms. This view of computers covers a vast range of devices, from simple computers that perform limited and specific computations (for example, a computer found in a wristwatch) to supercomputers, which are groups of computers linked together in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters and...
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Principles of Financial AccountingCengage Learning, 2010

	Needles/Powers/Crosson delivers interactive pedagogy by illustrating accounting principles and real-world examples to encourage critical thinking. This revision is based on an understanding of the nature, culture, and motivations of today's students and on extensive feedback from instructors. These substantial changes meet the needs of...
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Empire and the Five KingsHolt Paperbacks, 2020

	
		One of the West’s leading intellectuals offers a provocative look at America’s withdrawal from world leadership and the rising powers who seek to fill the vacuum left behind.

		

		The United States was once the hope of the world, a beacon of freedom and the defender of liberal democracy. Nations and...
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Dungeons & Dragons  DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Caught in traffic. Trapped in a cubicle. Stuck in a rut.  Tangled up in red tape.
    In the real world, sometimes you feel powerless—but not in Dungeons & Dragons (D & D). In this fantasy-adventure, you have all kinds of special powers. You can slay the evil dragon, overcome the orc or the ogre, haunt the...
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MediaWiki 1.1: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	MediaWiki is the free, open-source wiki engine software that powers Wikipedia and many of the other popular wikis across the Web. Written in PHP, it possesses many features that make it the engine of choice for large collaborative wikis: flexible markup, comprehensive user management, multimedia handling, and more. Whether you are creating a...
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PHP and MySQL 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2011

	PHP IS A POPULAR PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE that powers many websites. It originally started out as a way to make dynamic websites by generating HTML. Today it stands on its own as a generalpurpose programming language and is available on most web hosting sites. Because of its roots, it is very easy to insert bits and pieces of PHP inside of...
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Encyclopedia of Creation MythsABC Clio, 1994
A myth is a narrative projection of a given cultural group's sense of its sacred past and its significant relationship with the deeper powers of the surrounding world and universe. A myth is a projection of an aspect of a culture's soul. In its complex but revealing symbolism, a myth is to a culture what a dream is to an...
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Resveratrol in Health and Disease (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005

	Practicing evidenced-based medicine some 25 centuries ago, Hippocrates proclaimed "Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food." This advice parallels the common American saying, "You are what you eat," and is supported by a National Institute of Health recommendation to consume as many as eight servings of fruits...
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Mathematics of Economics and BusinessRoutledge, 2006
Today, a firm understanding of mathematics is essential for any serious student of economics. Students of economics need nowadays several important mathematical tools. These include calculus for functions of one or several variables as well as a basic understanding of optimization with and without constraints, e.g. linear programming plays an...
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